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Abstract

Translation results suffer when a standard
phrase-based statistical machine transla-
tion system is used for translating long sen-
tences. The translation output will not pre-
serve the same word order as the source,
especially between a language pair that
has different syntactic structures. When a
sentence is long, it should be partitioned
into several clauses, and the word reorder-
ing during the translation should be done
within clauses, not between clauses. In
this paper, we propose splitting the long
sentences using linguistic information, and
translating the sentences with the split
boundaries. In other words, we constrain
the word reordering so that it cannot cross
the boundaries. We propose two types of
constraints: split condition and block con-
dition. By doing so, word order can be pre-
served and translation quality improved.
Our experiments on the patent translation
between Japanese and English are able
to achieve better translations measured by
BLEU score, NIST score and word error
rate (WER).

1 Introduction

Translating long and complex sentences has been
a critical problem in machine translation. A stan-
dard phrase-based statistical machine translation
(SMT) system cannot solve the problem of word
reordering in the target when the source sentence
has a complex structure. A syntax-based machine
translation system could solve the problem by run-
ning a parser on the source sentence in order to get
the syntactic structure, but when a sentence is long
and complex, the parser may fail to give a correct
parse tree. Klein and Manning (2003) have shown
c© 2011 European Association for Machine Translation.

that the accuracy of parsing decreases as sentence
length increases, and the parsing time increases ex-
ponentially. However, in this research, we found
that even when a sentence is long and complex,
it is possible to split a sentence into smaller units
which can be translated separately with minor con-
sideration of the context. The main problem here
is locating the best locations for the split. We use
linguistic information such part-of-speech (POS)
tags and commas as clues to determine the split
positions. After splitting a sentence into small
clauses, the clauses are translated almost inde-
pendently. This means that word reordering can
only be done within a clause, not between clauses.
This constraint can be specified using “wall” tag in
Moses1 (Koehn and Haddow, 2009). Furthermore,
a long sentence may include some long and com-
plex noun phrases. These noun phrases should also
be translated individually regardless of the context.
We try to locate the area of these noun phrases
by looking at the sequences of nouns in the sen-
tences. We then bracket these noun phrases using
the “zone” constraint in Moses.

We use the NTCIR-8 (Fujii et al., 2010) Patent
Translation shared task data between Japanese and
English in our experiment. The sentences in the
patent are always long and have complex struc-
tures, so even the humans have difficulties under-
standing if the texts are not segmented into the
proper portions. In our experiment, the results
show that splitting the long sentences into small in-
dependent clauses and bracketing the noun phrases
helps to improve the translation quality. Automatic
evaluation using BLEU scores, NIST scores and
WER shows that our rule-based constraints can im-
prove the translation in a phrase-based SMT sys-
tem.

1http://www.statmt.org/moses/. The Moses toolkit is a statis-
tical machine translation system that allows automatic train-
ing of translation models for any language pair.
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2 Previous Work

Research has been done on splitting long sen-
tences into smaller segments in order to improve
the translation. Splitting can be done either at the
translation model training phase or the translation
testing phase.

Furuse et al. (1998) and Doi and Sumita (2003)
tended to split speech output instead of text data.
For speech output, the main issue is that one utter-
ance may contain a few short sentences instead of
one long sentence. Therefore, the main problem
is splitting them into proper sentences for trans-
lation. However, since there is no punctuation in
the speech data, it is difficult to locate the sentence
boundaries, so, parsing results and word character-
istics were used to determine the sentence bound-
aries.

Kim and Ehara (1994) proposed using a rule-
based method to split long sentences into multi-
ple sentences. Furthermore, after splitting the sen-
tences, they tried to identify a subject and inserted
it into the subsequence sentences wherever needed.
When a sentence is split, the ending grammar of
the former part is changed so that its conjugation
(tense, aspect, modality) matches the ending of the
original complete sentence. This process is espe-
cially necessary for Japanese, where the ending
grammar in the middle of the sentence is usually
not complete.

Xu et al. (2005) proposed to separate a sentence
pair into two sub-pairs based on a modified IBM
Model 1. This process continues recursively over
all the sub-pairs until their lengths are smaller than
a given threshold. Finally, these sub-pairs are used
for training a statistical translation model. The dif-
ference with our proposed method is that they split
the sentences used for training, whereas we split
only the input test data: they split the sentences
using a bilingual corpus, but we split the sentences
monolingually.

Sudoh et al. (2010) proposed dividing the source
sentence into small clauses using a syntactic
parser. Then, a non-terminal symbol serves as
a place-holder for the relative clause. However,
they would also have to train a clause translation
model which can translate the non-terminal sym-
bols. They proposed a clause alignment method
using a graph-based method to build the non-
terminal corpus. The advantage of their method
is that it can perform short and long distance re-
ordering simultaneously.

Domain Japanese English
MIN MAX AVG MIN MAX AVG

Travel 2 162 10.75 2 116 9.46
News 1 132 28.77 1 135 26.52
JST 1 250 30.98 1 114 25.36
Patent 3 636 39.95 1 474 33.92

Table 1: Minimum/Maximum/Average sentence
lengths in various domains

Xiong et al. (2010) used Maximum Entropy
Markov Models to learn the translation bound-
aries based on word alignments in hierarchical
trees. The obtained beginning and ending trans-
lation boundaries are integrated into the decoder
as soft constraints. A new feature is introduced to
the decoder’s log linear model: translation bound-
ary violation counting. This feature prefers the
hypotheses that are consistent with the translation
boundaries.

Our research in this paper is different in the
sense that we only want to split long sentences
for translation where the context before and af-
ter the splitting points are independent, and we
specify the translation zones as the boundary con-
straints. Our method is simple and does not require
complicated processes like clause alignment, pars-
ing, subject supplement or sentence ending com-
pletion.

3 Translation of Long Sentences in
Patent

Patent translation is a difficult task, as the sen-
tences are usually very long and consist of many
complex noun phrases. Table 1 shows the mini-
mum, maximum and average sentence lengths in
various domains for Japanese and English, such
as the travel domain2 (Fordyce, 2007), JENAAD
news articles (Utiyama and Isahara, 2003), JST3

scientific paper abstracts and patents (Fujii et al.,
2010). For the word count statistics, the Japanese
texts are segmented using ChaSen4 (Matsumoto
et al., 2007) and the English texts are tokenized
using a standard tokenizer provided by WMT
workshop5. As we can see, the patent text is
much longer than any other domain and the max-
imum length is 3-4 times longer as well. For the
2BTEC - http://iwslt07.fbk.eu/.
3http://www.jst.go.jp
4http://chasen-legacy.sourceforge.jp/
5http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/scripts.tgz
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Source �hz$¤wHwµ ¿½É �xL?;w#"$(Äåï´µ»�T�s�z\w#"

$(Äåï´µ»�w®�ÄxM�sÏ��t��M�^��{

Reference in addition , the first switch element 13 in fig . 1 comprises an nmos transistor 17 , and a gate electrode of the nmos transistor
17 is controlled by a control circuit 23 .

Baseline further , the first switch element 13 is controlled by the control circuit 23 , and the gate of the nmos transistor 17 from the
nmos transistor 17 shown in fig . 1 for discharge .

Split into �hz$¤wHwµ ¿½É �xL?;w#"$(Äåï´µ»�T�s�z

multiple further , the first switch element 13 in fig . 1 , from the discharging nmos transistor 17 and
clauses \w#"$(Äåï´µ»�w®�ÄxM�sÏ��t��M�^��{

the gate of the nmos transistor 17 is controlled by the control circuit 23 .

Source accordingly , in the radiation image generating system 100 , it is possible to reduce electric power consumption under an
image generation standby mode while an image generation is immediately performed , and it is possible to realize electric
power saving and a long life duration thereof .

Reference `hUlozLù¢hþqè³µÂÜ��pxz��tqè�æMsU��qè4;Þ�ÅtSZ�

«�?�w_n`z²?�=t|Õ#Ë=�$�\qUDóqs�{

Baseline Hlozµ»ïÌ Þ�ÅÌw«�?��ÿnb�\qUpV�wpzLù¢hþ\R³µÂÜ��

pxzhþw\RUæ���qzÚjtfw#ËUÕM²?�=�îqb�\qUpV�hþ\R^

�oM�{

Split into accordingly , in the radiation image generating system 100 ,
HlozLù¢hþ\R³µÂÜ��pxz

multiple it is possible to reduce electric power consumption under an image generation standby mode while an image generation is
immediately performed ,

clauses «�?��ÿnb�\qUpV�hþ\Rµ»ïÌ Þ�Åpxzhþw\RU�2tîæ`z

and it is possible to realize electric power saving and a long life duration thereof .
²?�pÕ#Ë�îqb�\qUpV�{

Figure 1: Long sentence translation examples

travel domain, long sentences exist because multi-
ple small sentences are joined into one utterance.
However, in the patent text, one single sentence by
itself can be very long.

A standard phrase-based statistical machine
translation system does not work well for translat-
ing long sentences. This is because the longer the
sentence, the larger the search space for reordering
becomes. Therefore, the word order in the transla-
tion may not be arranged in the correct order as in
the source. Figure 1 shows two examples of long
sentence translation using a standard phrase-based
SMT system. In both sentences, the word order of
the translation does not follow the source sentence
and the translation is not satisfactory. However, if
we can split the sentences into small clauses such
as those shown below the baseline translation, each
clause can be translated in a better word order, and
the overall translation improves. Furthermore, for
a noun phrase like “$  ¤ w H  w µ ¿
½ É   �”, the baseline model has translated
it into “the first switch element 13” and “in fig .
1”, and reordered them separately into different
locations. If we could put them in a translation
block, then they might be translated correctly as a
set as “the first switch element 13 in fig . 1” and
not mixed with the outside material. Our research
here is to find out where best to split the sentences
into small clauses and the area for the translation
blocks.

4 Proposed Method

4.1 Split Conditions

Many previous research showed that punctuation
is very useful when parsing a text (Jones, 1994;
Briscoe and Carroll, 1995; Collins, 1996; Jin et
al., 2004). A comma is one such useful mark. Ba-
sically, a comma has two roles: as a delimiter to
separate different syntactic types, or as a separator
to separate the elements of the same category type
(Nunberg, 1990). However, this information alone
is not enough to distinguish whether the comma
is suitable to be a split position for machine trans-
lation. A comma and the information around the
comma could help to find a proper place for a split.
Whether or not it is a proper place for a split de-
pends upon if the information on the left and right
sides of the comma are able to be translated inde-
pendently.

Punctuation can be very useful in written texts
for aiding in comprehension. According to Murata
et al. (2010), there are more than 8 uses for com-
mas in Japanese written text, and 36.32% of com-
mas are used when the context before and after are
independent of each other. This indicates to us that
a Japanese comma can be used as a clue for a split
positions. However, while a comma is usually used
in Japanese to improve readability if a sentence is
long and complicated, its use is not compulsory
and there are no strict rules on usage, so research
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POS tag Description
Head Position

íº-�º¨�� adverb-particle
conjunction

��º conjunction
Tail Position

Êº-íºDó noun-adverbial
Êº-�×q-íºD
ó

noun-affix-adverbial

�º-×q verb-main
�º-�×q verb-auxiliary
�º-�� verb-suffix
��º auxiliary
�º-¨�º-È  particle-case-

compound
�º-���º particle-conjunctive
�º-��º* particle-dependency
�º-íº= particle-adverbializer
�º-¨�º-°`* particle-case-misc

Table 2: POS tags used for split in Japanese

is being done on inserting missing punctuation into
the text (Murata et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2010).

Similar to Kim and Ehara (1994), a rule-based
approach is proposed to split a sentence into mul-
tiple clauses. First, the sentence is part-of-speech
(POS) tagged by ChaSen using the IPAdic dictio-
nary. In many cases, if there is a comma, the con-
text before and after the comma may be indepen-
dent and can be translated separately, making a
comma a very important clue for locating splitting
position candidates. However, not all commas are
suitable to be used as split boundaries. We there-
fore combine the POS tags and commas as clues to
determine the split position for long sentences. Ta-
ble 2 shows some of the POS tags that have been
used for splitting Japanese text. These POS tags
were analyzed and found to be good markers for
splitting position candidates, as the clauses before
and after they occur may be independent of each
other, and thus able to be translated independently.
Two simple rules are used:

1. If a POS tag in the head position is found af-
ter a comma, then the head will be a split po-
sition.

2. If a POS tag in the tail position is found before
a comma, then the word after the comma will
be a split position.

Most of the POS tags indicate places that are

POS tag Description
Head Position

CC coordinating conjunction
DT* determiner
EX existential there
IN preposition or subordinating con-

junction
PP personal pronoun
RB adverb
RBR adverb, comparative
RBS adverb, superlative
WRB Wh-adverb

Table 3: POS tags used for split in English

very likely to be good for splitting. There are two
exceptions: the dependency particle (�º-��º)
and the general case marker (�º-¨�º-°`).
If a comma is found after a dependency particle, it
is hard to say if the context before the particle is
independent of the context after the comma. How-
ever, by observing the corpus data, we found that
when the sentence is long, it is better if the text be-
fore the dependency particle to be translated seper-
ately if it happens to be a very long noun phrase.
Therefore, we leave it here as one of the POS tags
for splitting the sentences. The only condition is
that the dependency particle can only be used if no
other conditions are fulfilled. For the general case
marker, a POS tag at the tail position must precede
the case marker to make it valid for a split, such as
“h�/Êº-�×q-íºDó t/�º-¨�º-°
`z/Gø-¡:” (because of).

For English, we used Treetagger6 to obtain the
POS tags. Table 3 shows the POS tags we used
for splitting. For English, we only have POS tags
in the head position because we could not find any
clues that could be used at the tail position. There
is a special case for a split with a determiner (DT):
a split can be done if and only if the head position
of the preceding clause is on the list of POS tags
for a split. It is because in this case, there is a high
possibility that the determiner be the new subject
for the next clause. For both Japanese and English,
a split cannot be done in between a pair of brack-
ets. We also specify a threshold for the minimum
number of words a clause must contain after split-
ting. We do not split if a clause is too short because
when a sentence/clause is short, word reordering
can usually be done correctly without problems.

6http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/
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POS tag Description
Japanese

Êº all types of nouns
��º prefix
Gø-�çÑ�Õ¿Ä symbol-alphabetic
Gø-í(* symbol-space
Gø-°`* symbol-misc
�º-È.=* particle-

adnominalizer
°�  unknown word

English
N+ all types of nouns
CD cardinal number
DT# determiner
JJ adjective
,* comma (only when

left-right contexts are
the same type)

Table 4: POS tags used inside a noun phrase block

4.2 Block Conditions
Blocks are the areas where long noun phrases are
found. While complex noun phrases often occur
in patent, we are only concentrating on extracting
simple long noun phrases. This is because com-
plex noun phrases normally consist of simple noun
phrases plus functional words or even verbs. If
we can extract the simple noun phrase as a block,
it will ease translating the whole complex noun
phrase as well. We look for continuous sequence
of words that fall into some prefedined POS tags.
Table 4 shows the POS tags used for determining
whether a word should be grouped in blocks for
Japanese and English, respectively. The POS tags
that are marked with an asterik (*) are not allowed
to appear either at the begining or at the end of
a block and the hash mark (#) is not allowed at
the end of a block. Finally, we also insert blocks
for open and close brackets, as they should not be
mixed with the outside material during the trans-
lation process, similar to what was proposed by
Koehn and Haddow (2009).

4.3 Reordering Constraint Marker
The Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007; Koehn
and Haddow, 2009) provides a way to specify the
word reordering constraints. Two types of con-
straints were introduced:

1. Words within zones have to be translated
without reordering with outside material.

2. Walls form hard reordering constraints, over
which words may not be reordered.

The wall and zone constraints are compatible
with our split and block conditions. We apply the
wall constraint as our proposed split condition in
Section 4.1 and the zone constraint as our block
condition in Section 4.2. By adding the <zone>
and <wall> markers, the input source sentences
from Figure 1 will look like this.

Japanese
�hz<zone>$¤wHwµ ¿
½É � </zone>x <zone>L?;
w#"$(Äåï´µ»� </zone>
T�s�z<wall />\w<zone>#"$
( Äåï´µ»  � w ®�Ä </zone>
x <zone> M� sÏ � � </zone> t�
�M�^��{

English
accordingly , in <zone> the radiation image
generating system 100 </zone> , <wall /> it
is possible to reduce <zone> electric power
consumption </zone> under <zone> an im-
age generation standby mode </zone> while
<zone> an image generation </zone> is im-
mediately performed , <wall /> and it is pos-
sible to realize <zone> electric power sav-
ing </zone> and <zone> a long life duration
</zone> thereof .

5 Experiment Results

We used the patent corpus provided by the NTCIR-
8 Translation Campaign7 for Japanese and English
translation. The training corpus contains about
3 million sentence pairs, the development set has
2,000 sentence pairs and the test set has 1,251 and
1,119 sentence pairs for J-E and E-J translation di-
rections, respectively.

We used Moses as a baseline system, with the
following settings:

• grow-diag-final-and heuristic
• 5-gram language model, interpolated Kneser-

Ney discounting
• msd-bidirectional-fe lexicalized reordering
• distortion-limit = -1 (unlimited).

The distortion limit is set to unlimited, based on
the findings in Kumai et al. (2008). Since Japanese
7http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-ws8/ws-en.html
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Japanese English
# of zone 5604 5696
# of wall 914 434
# of bracket zone 280 347
# of clause 2165 1553

Table 5: Number of zones, walls, bracket zones
and clauses in the test data

and English are fairly different in the word order,
the distortion limit has to be more than 20 words
and the difference with the unlimited value is less
than 0.5% of the absolute BLEU score. The fea-
ture weights were optimized using Minimum Er-
ror Rate Training (MERT) with the development
set. We used a minimum length of 10 words as
a threshold to split the sentences and insert the
“wall” constraint. In other words, a split segment
must contain at least 10 words. Gerber and Hovy
(1998) have fixed the minimum sentence length as
7 words for splitting, but they could not prove that
this is the best length. However, based on our pre-
liminery experiment, a threshold of 10 words could
give optimum results between BLEU and WER
(Goh and Sumita, 2011). For the block condition,
a zone must contain at least two words.

Table 5 shows the statistics of the zones, walls,
bracket zones and clauses in the test data for
the word reordering constraints. The number of
clauses shows the number of independent clauses
after splitting. We can see that splitting Japanese
text generates a lot more clauses than the English
text. Our rules for English still not be able to cover
most of the cases, and more attention should be
given to this problem in the future.

From Table 6, we know that Japanese text splits
most with the dependency particle, followed by the
main verb and conjunctive particle. These three
POS tags cover more than 57% of all split con-
ditions. For English text, the most used is the
coordinating conjunction, followed by the deter-
miner, which covers more than 67%. For the zones
(excluding bracket zones), the longest zone for
Japanese is 25 words and the shortest is 2 words,
with an average of 4.64 words. For English, the
counts are 16 words, 2 words and 3.23 words, re-
spectively.

Table 7 shows the translation evaluation re-
sults. The English reference is lowercased and to-
kenized, and the Japanese reference is segmented
by ChaSen. We evaluated the results using BLEU

POS tag # of split
Japanese

particle-case-compound 72
particle-dependency 238
particle-conjunctive 125
particle-adverbializer 50
auxiliary 69
auxiliary+particle-case-misc 2
conjunction 28
verb-main 163
verb-suffix 67
verb-auxiliary 17
adverb-particle conjunction 2
noun-affix-adverbial 38
noun-affix-adverbial+particle-
case-misc

26

noun-adverbial 15
noun-adverbial+particle-case-
misc

2

TOTAL 914
English

coordinating conjunction 164
determiner 128
existential there 1
preposition or subordinating con-
junction

56

personal pronoun 21
adverb 39
adverb, comparative 1
Wh-adverb 24
TOTAL 434

Table 6: Number of split condition by POS tags

(Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002)
and WER (Nießen et al., 2000). The baseline
shows the results without using any reordering
constraints. “Wall” shows the results where only
the wall constraint was used and “zone” shows the
results where only the zone constraint was used.
Finally, the “wall+zone” shows the results where
both the wall and zone constraints were used.
From the results, we can see that by adding either
zone or wall constraints, we can improve the qual-
ity in all three metrics. However, WER improves
the most with the wall constraint. This means that
wall constraint contributes more to control long-
distance word reordering. By adding both con-
straints together, the improvements piles up and
the best translation quality is obtained. The ab-
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Method BLEU NIST WER
Japanese-English

baseline 0.3034 7.5754 0.7960
wall 0.3102 7.6286 0.7533
zone 0.3115 7.7327 0.7817
wall+zone 0.3179 7.7436 0.7408

English-Japanese
baseline 0.3780 8.0584 0.7096
wall 0.3876 8.1349 0.6741
zone 0.3878 8.1309 0.6977
wall+zone 0.3932 8.1635 0.6692

Table 7: Translation results

solute improvements in BLEU percentage scores
are +1.45/+1.52, NIST scores are +0.17/+0.11 and
WER percentage values are -5.52/-4.04, at a sig-
nificance level of 95% confidence using bootstrap
method8. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show some good
and bad translations. For the bad translation, the
split condition did not provide a suitable split
point for translation. However, the block condition
worked well for most of the cases.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

It is difficult to translate long sentences using a
standard phrase-based statistical machine transla-
tion system due to source word order being badly
preserved in the target. We proposed splitting the
long sentence into multiple short clauses and sev-
eral block areas that could be translated indepen-
dently. POS tags and commas are used as clues
to determine the splitting positions and the block
areas. “Zone” and “wall” markers in Moses are
used to specify these constraints in the source text.
Our experiment results for the patent translation
between Japanese and English showed some im-
provements in the translation quality measured by
BLEU score, NIST score and WER. In the future,
automatic sentence clause splitters or noun phrase
chunking by statistical approach will be considered
to replace the human-crafted rules.
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Source Hloz <zone>ÍG¯S¯ÔÌ�� </zone>� <zone>ÍG¯S¯Ô"�wÚ�w�� </zone>
t {� b� \q U pV� q�t z <wall /> <zone> ÍG FM "  � </zone> � <zone> �ù æP � �
</zone>�p`o <zone>ÍGXæ�� </zone>S�|<zone>Xæ�� </zone>t0`µå Å^d�
\qUpV�{

Reference hence , the angle indicating bar 18 can be fixed to an arbitrary position of the angle indicating piece 17 , and the regulating
piece 16 can be let slide relative to the plate section 29 and plate section 30 via the joining member 32 .

Baseline therefore , the angle of the angle display bar 18 can be fixed at an arbitrary position of the restricting piece 16 is joined
member 32 , and the plate portion 29 and the plate portion 30 can be slid via a display piece 17 .

Proposed accordingly , the angle display bar 18 can be fixed in an arbitrary position of the angle display piece 17 and the restricting
pieces 16 can slide relative to the plate portion 29 and the plate portion 30 through a joint member 32 .

Source after <zone> the redundancy information </zone> is latched into <zone> the shift register 53 </zone> , <wall /> for
example , <zone> the redundancy information </zone> is serially read out from <zone> the shift register 53 </zone>
and serially input to <zone> an even-odd determination circuit 49 </zone> .

Reference æ¼ï¼ï³ØC�³ÑÄè´µ»��tå¿½`h�zæ¼ï¼ï³ØCxz\w³ÑÄè´µ»�

�T�z«Qyz³æ�çt¡�Z^�zî-Q�sÏ��tz³æ�çtÖ�^��{

Baseline æ¼ï¼ï³ØCxz«Qyz³æ�çt¡�Z^��qz³ÑÄè´µ»��t³æ�çtÖ�^�

z³ÑÄè´µ»��tå¿½^�h�tzæ¼ï¼ï³ØCxî:Q�sÏ����QoM�{

Proposed æ¼ï¼ï³ØCxz³ÑÄè´µ»��tå¿½^�h�z«Qyzæ¼ï¼ï³ØC�³æ�ç

t¡�Z`o³ÑÄè´µ»��T�î:Q�sÏ��t³æ�çtÖ�^��{

Figure 2: Good translation examples

Source \w<zone>�É��¨µ</zone>xz«Qyzí>pKlo��M`z<wall /> <zone>m�É</zone>
p Kl o � �M ` z í> ¢x <zone> m �É </zone> � z  É z �ç°ï z <zone> Ôæ¢Ü w �O
</zone>s <zone>ÆÆQ¨µ </zone>p1`h�wpKlo��M{

Reference the oxygen-containing gas may be , for example , air or pure oxygen , or may be diluted air or pure oxygen with an inert gas
such as nitrogen , argon and helium .

Baseline this oxygen containing gas diluted with inert gas such as nitrogen , argon , helium , and may be , for example , may be a pure
oxygen may be in the air or pure oxygen of the air .

Proposed this oxygen containing gas may be air , for example , the pure oxygen in the air or an inert gas such as nitrogen , argon or
helium gas may be diluted with pure oxygen may be .

Source therefore , <zone> a polarization speed </zone> is largely affected by , <wall /> for example , <zone> the size , moment
</zone> , and shape of <zone> the molecule </zone> .

Reference Hlozü wGV^zÞ�ÝïÄz�Ýst�loüÃ�SUGVXè¹�!Z�{

Baseline f\pz «z«Qyzü w�ÝzGV^zÞ�ÝïÄwè¹�GVX!Z��SpK�{

Proposed f\pz «�StGVXè¹^��Uz«Qyzü w�Ýz± ¶zÞ�ÝïÄpK�

Figure 3: Bad translation examples
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